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Address Kuzuflex Metal Hortum San. Tic. A.S. 
Hasanaga Org. San. 7 Ca. No. 15 
16370 Bursa

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
KUZUFLEX Inc. has, since 2000, become a reputable sector leader in the design, development and manufacturing the most technologically advanced,
high precision parallel corrugated mechanically formed flexible metal hoses which resist steam, gas and liquid. Our production plant is located in
Bursa-Turkey and technical sales office in Isernhagen-Germany. KUZUFLEX flexible metal hoses are manufactured from grades AISI 316L & 321
stainless steel with various wall thicknesses between 0,15 and 0,40 mm. These are corrugated in regular, narrow and wide pitch corrugations as well
as having different nominal bore sizes ranging from DN6 up to DN100. All our products are well known in worldwide with high quality and technical
characteristics. You can reach technical details of our main products KZ 100, KZ 110, KZ 200 , KZ300 from our website (www.kuzuflex.com).
KUZUFLEX is committed to continual R&D and investments to achieve total customer satisfaction with high quality products. Starting from raw material
to finished product in each production process, every hose is carefully tested for leakage, welding or solder resistance according to declared Quality
Control Standards. We have specialized welders certified from Bureau Veritas. Our products not only have a significant presence in our home market
but also an ever increasing share of our chosen export markets. We proudly announce that 94% of our product line is being exported of which the
major part goes to Europe followed by US, Russia, Scandinavia, Middle East. Our company and products are certificated by several countries and
institutes. Ex: German TÜV, ISO9001:2000, Bureau Veritas, PRS6 National Grid, Advantica UK, National Grid UK, DVGW, TS EN ISO 10380, CZ,
Serbia, Russia, Turkey, etc.
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